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TMR Water Removal: The Security Your Reservoir Needs To Feel Safe

The most harmful and damaging contaminant found in hydraulic and lubricating systems is water. The source of water contamination can be from mechanical processes or atmospheric ingression. In systems vented to the atmosphere, humid air above the lubricant transfers water via condensation. Although breather elements offer some mitigation, they cannot prevent atmospheric water ingression.

The TMR® water removal system provides unlimited capacity to remove water and eliminate atmospheric water ingression. High purity nitrogen introduced into the reservoir headspace above the lubricant surface forms a nitrogen blanket. As the clean, dry, nitrogen gas sweeps across the reservoir, it provides insulation. This eliminates the ingression of atmospheric water. The result – management of factors that accelerate oxidation.


TMR N2 Product Bulletin

TMR N2 Information Bulletin


















Eliminate Water Contamination from Hydraulic and Lubricating Fluids

Water can exist in 3 forms: free, dissolved and emulsified. Free water is the excess water above the fluid’s saturation point and is visible as a separate layer. Dissolved water is below the fluid’s saturation point and is not visible. Emulsified water is the point in between free and dissolved where water first becomes visible as a haze. The key point is that just because you cannot see water, does not mean it is not there.

For proactive hydraulic fluid and turbine lube oil maintenance, it is important to manage the drivers of oxidation. TMR water removal eliminates fluid contact with oxygen, which along with water and metals, comprise the 3 primary catalysts of oxidation.
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TMR Water Removal Features and Benefits

	Eliminate the ingression of atmospheric water, particulate, and metal ions through a free-flowing high purity nitrogen (≥97%) blanket 
	Maintains water at very low levels (<50 ppm total or <350 ppm for EHC fluids) reducing the rate of lubricant breakdown
	Eliminates lubricant contact with oxygen, reducing oxidation and promoting the removal of H2, CO, C2H4 and other harmful breakdown gases
	Extends fluid life
	Very low maintenance requirements
	Immediate payback, high ROI
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Long life. Low cost. Minimal maintenance.

With a typical life of 10 years, no moving parts or electrical requirements, TMR N2 systems are extremely cost effective and ideally suited to atmospheric breathing reservoirs or systems with low to moderate water ingression rates.
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ECR® 10000

EHC FLUID CONDITIONING

Offering four distinct filtration technologies, the industry-leading ECR® 10000 integrated system removes ultra-fine solids and dissolved contaminants from phosphate esters.

→
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ICB®

ION-EXCHANGE FILTERS

ICB® filters are engineered workhorses and industry leading patented ion exchange filters that offer unmatched performance in the removal of acids, varnish and dissolved oxidation molecules responsible for servo valve sticking and bearing deposits/failures.

→
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SVR®

LUBRICANT CONDITIONING SYSTEM

SVR® offers critical rotating equipment a chemistry solution for a chemistry problem™, utilizing ICB® Filters to permanently remove dissolved breakdown products and prevent harmful varnish deposits from ever forming.

→
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Privacy Overview
				
The EPT Clean Oil website uses cookies to enhance and personalize your experience while you navigate through our website. Some of these cookies that are categorized as “necessary” are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. Please be aware that opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information.
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Cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, or other embedded contents are termed as "non-necessary.”
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